
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty.  

ROUND 15 

1. It’s not located in a capital city, but the eastern portion of this neighborhood surrounding its St. Cecelia’s Church 
celebrates an annual festival in honor of Santiago de Loiza. A musical center in this neighborhood is located on the 
first floor of Cecil’s Hotel which was famous for turning away performers unable to play standards in unusual keys. 
The Macomb Dam Bridge enters this neighborhood from Jerome Avenue, and the diagonal of St. Nicholas Avenue 
crosses the grid of this district past Striver’s Row to its northern neighborhood of Sugar Hill. The Gatehouse Theatre operates 
in a former Croton Aqueduct building in this district, and a famous production of Macbeth that omits the witch Hecate took 
place on 7th Avenue and 132nd Street. A movement in this district cultivated in the Dunbar Apartments followed a cultural 
shift that affected Mt. Morris centered on Lenox Avenue and 125th Street, which is known as the “Main Stem.” FTP, name 
this neighborhood noted for a namesake Renaissance under the pens of Alain Locke and Countee Cullen, a historically 
African-American district located north of Central Park in Manhattan. 

Answer: Harlem 

2. This country’s South Thilafushi (thee-la-FOO-shi) is a refuse dump for its industrial and touristic sector. The 
Eedhigali Kilhi (ee-thee-GA-li KEEL-hi) is this country’s largest lake and an avian migration target. Archaelogists 
like HCP Bell argued with Thor Heyerdahl about whether this country’s hawitta mounds found at Kondey and 
Idhsoo are Buddhist stupas or Redin burial mounds. This country’s Medhu Ziyaraath (ME-thu zi-ya-RATH) is a shrine to a 
Somalian who converted its population to Islam. The island of Hulhulé and the neighborhood of Maafanu are home to this 
nation’s indigenous Giraavaru (gi-RA-va-roo) people. This nation’s second largest settlement of Addu City was once capital 
of the short-lived Suvadive Republic. This nation’s capital contains a mosque built out of chiseled coral and the Mouleeage 
(MOO-lee-ah-gay), a government center in its former Sultan’s palace. FTP, name this Divehi-speaking country made up of 
about 1,200 coral atolls with capital Malé. 

Answer: Republic of the Maldives or Dhivehi Raajjeyge Jumhooriyyaa 

3. The Zaña Valley in this department contains its continent’s oldest canals, which date to 5,000BC, and which were 
presumably built by the ancestors of the Chumy near present day Chiclayos. Another culture built its funerary 
enclosures of the Ventanillos de Otuzco (ven-ta-NEE-yos de o-TUZ-ko). The Chancaybaños (chan-kay-BAN-yos) 
Preserve protects a series of warm springs in this department. Its center contains the Acunta Plateau and the city of 
Chota. The light blue Church of the Holy Virgin of Carmen is located in its city of Celendin. Its lowlands protect the cloud 
forest of the Cordillera de Tarros (kor-di-YE-ra de TA-ros) in Cutervo National Park, its nation’s first. Its capital was 
revitalized after a silver mine opened at Hualgayoc (WAL-ga-yok) following a steep decline after a figure returning from a 
victory at Quito (KEY-to) was garroted following a forced conversion to Christianity. FTP, name this department of Peru 
whose capital contains the Cuarto del Rescate, which was filled with gold to ransom Atahualpa (a-ta-WAL-pa). 

Answer: Cajamarca 

4. The Wodny Muż (VOD-nee MOOZH) or redcap is a mischievous sprite on this river that is blamed for drownings 
and the price of grain. Some of the worst floods on this river were caused by flooded lignite mines such as the artificial 
lake Berzdorf. The Bogatynia (bo-ga-TEEN-ya) mine is an active lignite mine on this river. Its city of Hirschfelde 
contains examples of a type of its local architecture, the Umgebindehauser (OOM-ge-bin-de-hau-zer). This river flows 
through a park containing Petzold’s Aboretum and the English Bridge whose landscaping influenced the planning of parks in 
Boston. This river meets the Lubsza (LOOB-sha) below Gubin and reaches an international tri-point near the city of Zittau, 
where it absorbs the Mandava. The largest settlement directly on this river is the city of Görlitz, and it joins another river at 
Ratzdorf. FTP, name this river of Lusatia that forms the southern half of the border of Germany and Poland and that is 
connected by a canal to the Oder. 

Answer: Neisse River 

5. It’s not in the Andes, but a district in this mountain range known as the Cradle of Gold which has been mined since 
antiquity will close its last mine in 2023. That mine is located south of its highest point, which is named for the scent of 
almonds. The “Forty forests” of these mountains lie in a province said to contain “one thousand and one towers” 
which is also called the “garden of” these mountains; many of those towers in that province in these mountains are 



found on a road to the marble village of Dhi ‘Ayn, which rests in the Bidah Valley. The Uwayrid Lava Fields surround 
one ridge of these mountains, which dive beneath the sand plain of the Rakbah, while their center rises above the arenitic 
Hisma Plateau on the west and descends towards the Hufrah Uplands in the east. The aforementioned Al-Bahah province is 
in the southern Fifa’ subrange of these mountains. This mountain range’s name means “barrier” or “divider” as it separates 
the fertile Tihamah Coastal Plain from the inland wastes of the Nejd, and it includes the Jabal al-Nur of Muhammad as well 
as the Biblical Mt. Horeb. FTP, name this mountain range that encircles Medina and along with the Asir Ranges comprises 
the Sarawat Mountains of western Saudi Arabia. 

Answer: al-Hijaz Mountains (Accept Sarawat before “barrier” is mentioned; anti-prompt on “Fifa’” or “Asir” Ranges, or “Midian”) 

6. One people who dwelled on this peninsula attribute its high linguistic diversity to a foolish deity named Kutga, who 
left a son and a daughter for each of its rivers, and attributed its seismicity to mountain spirits known as gamuli. The 
largest salmon run in the world occurs on one of those rivers in a biosphere reserve in the south of this peninsula, 
while the phreatic lake Dalny is found within its huge Uzon Crater. Alutor and the aforementioned Itelmen are native 
languages spoken on isolated western bays of this peninsula, while its extreme north is home to the Koryak people. Its only 
road begins just northwest of Lopatka Point, and connects Bolseretsk (bol-se-RETSK) to Ust, which is also bears this 
peninsula’s name. No roads reach its most populated settlement of Petropavlovsk (pe-tro-pav-LOVSK). The Karaginskiy (ka-
ra-GIN-ski) and Shelikhova (she-li-KO-va) Gulfs are adjacent to this peninsula, which contains the Valley of the Geysirs and 
the largest land-based volcano in the northern hemisphere, the Klyuchevskaya (klyu-CHEV-ska-ya). FTP, name this far 
eastern Russian peninsula that separates the Bering Sea from the Sea of Okhotsk. 

Answer: Kamchatka Peninsula 

7. The extreme south end of this landscape is now protected by Bandingalo (ban-din-GA-lo) National Park. The Anyuak 
people, fleeing genocide in the Gambela, have come into conflict with this area’s native population. A type of antelope 
called the lechwe is native to this region which is sacred to its Shilluk Community. Shambe Island is a game reserve in 
this region which forms at Mongalla and ends at the inflow of the Sobat above Malakal. Most of this region is protected by 
the Ez Zeraf Reserve. Lake No is found just north of this region which is divided by grass rivers like the Sea of Gazelles and 
the Sea of Giraffes. Plans for the completion of the Junqali canal across this region was scrapped due to a civil war. South-
marching praetorians abandoned orders from Nero and turned back after encountering this landscape. The Al-Jabal (al-ja-
BAL) River loses half of its water to evaporation as it crosses this papyrus and hyacinth sink of Unity and Jonglei Provinces 
which is inhabited by the Nuer people. FTP, name this giant wetland drained by the White Nile in South Sudan. 

Answer: Al Sudd 

8. The Morne Bonin Dome has developed in the wake of the event in which these features were formed, which was 
predated by the buildup of the Fond Deux Composite Cone. The neighborhood of Belle Vue encompasses the 
northernmost of these formations, while the Anse Ivrogne is located to the south of the larger southern one. The 
Malgretoute (MAL-gre-toot) Ridge just east of these features hosts Sulfur Springs, which bills itself as a “drive-in” volcano, 
and is part of the Qualibou Caldera. The tallest one is its nation’s second largest peak after Mt. Gimie. Mitan serves as a 
connecting ridge between them; that ridge stands over Jalousie Beach on its island’s west coast. FTP, name these two 
volcanic plugs located between Choiseul and Soufriere which are featured on the flag of their nation, St. Lucia. 

Answer: Gros and Petit Pitons (Greater and Lesser Pitons individually, collectively accept Grand Pitons) 

9. A ridge between this river’s watershed and that of the Plata includes the Pico de Pireneus. The São Domingos Karst in 
this river’s basin is home to the only cave adapted species of knifefish. This river rises in the Serra Dourado. Near 
Minaçu (mi-NA-su) this river encounters the embankment dam of the Serra da Mesa, and a project to bypass locks on 
this river’s Tucuruí Dam is underway to improve its navigability. This river arcs westward after receiving the Manuel Alves 
Grande River at Carolina and receives the Guamá in its final miles. Above its junction with the Araguaia (a-ra-GWA-ya) it 
forms the western border of Maranhão (ma-ra-NYOW). A state carved out from Goiás in 1988 was named for this river. FTP, 
name this river that enters the Pará River on the southeast of the Isla da Maraho, with a name meaning “beak of the toucan.” 

Answer: Tocantins River 

10. Lumber is a key export of this country whose pine plantations are found around the town of Piggs Peak. Mthondvo 
(m-THOND-vo) was the last of this country’s native black rhinos, and was killed following a shootout between its 
rangers and Taiwanese agents at the Battle of Big Bend. A non-native population is kept within its Mkhaya Preserve, 
where the Usuti River passes through the Bulungu Gorge. The Phophonyane (fo-fon-YA-ne) Falls are found on this 
country’s Mlumati River. Most of this country’s rivers flow east through its Lebombo Mountains, including the Lusutfu and 
Mbuluzani (m-bu-lu-ZA-nee). This nation’s industrial center is at Manzini. Most of the diplomatic activity in this country is 



concentrated in its Ezulwini (e-zul-WEE-nee) Valley, where the annual Umhlanga Festival, a gathering of the reeds, mends 
the fences of the royal village of Ludzidzini (loo-dzi-DZEE-nee). FTP, name this nation whose monarchy is centered at 
Lobamba administered from its capital Mbabane (m-ba-BA-nay). 

Answer: eSwatini (no, it’s not called “Swaziland” anymore) 

11. The westernmost addition to this reserve is indented by the Barranca La Presa, which is dangerous due to its 
populations of feral dogs. The Cárcamo de Dolores terminates in this location. This non-Winter Palace location also 
boasts a famous Malachite Room and contains a clock tower known as the Tall Knight. A spiral-shaped history museum 
here is known as El Caracol, or the Snail. An emperor who once took up residence here constructed the Empress’s Way 
leading to it; that street was later named Paseo de la Reforma. Another figure associated with it built the Tlaxpana Aqueduct 
to water a garden noted for its ahuehuete trees, one of which is 700 years old. This forest, whose name means “grasshopper 
hill,” lies between the neighborhoods of Tacubaya (ta-ku-BA-ya) and Polanco in the borough of Miguel Hidalgo. FTP, name 
this second largest urban green space in Latin America containing the Baths of Netzahualcoyotl (net-za-wal-ko-YO-tl), the 
Xochipilli (so-chi-PI-yi) Fountain, as well as a namesake palace that was home to Mexico’s presidents until 1939. 

Answer: Bosque de Chapultepec or Forest of Chapultepec 

12. A settlement on this river, which was formerly known as the Unjegah (un-JE-gah), was founded by Henry Davis, who 
pulled $30,000 in gold from a twelve-foot claim. The Vermilion Chutes separate the two navigable portions of this 
river as it passes between the Birch Range and the Caribou Range. It loops around the Clear Hills between Fairview 
and Manning, where it forms the border between Northern Sunrise and Northern Lights Counties. After dividing the 
Muskwa Range from the Hart Range its waters fill the reservoir of Dinosaur Lake above Hudson’s Hope. This river’s 
namesake settlement is found at its confluence with the Heart and Smoky Rivers. The building of Bennett Dam on this river, 
which drowned its source under Williston Lake, decimated its nation’s largest freshwater delta, the only natural nesting 
grounds for the whooping crane. FTP, name this Canadian river that joins the Athabasca at Fort Chipewyan to form the Slave 
River, whose name refers to a boundary treaty between the Beaver and Plains Cree peoples. 

Answer: Peace River 

13. The southeastern shores of this body of water feature clifftop burial cairns like the Kirkonlaatia (kir-kon-LA-tya), or 
“church floor” and the Long Ruin of Huilu. The northernmost port on this body of water speaks the Kalix Dialect of 
its mother tongue alongside the Meänkieli (me-an-KYE-li) language, a divergent dialect of its nation’s Kivalo Region. 
This body of water is the northernmost of the successors of Lake Ancylus (an-ki-lus). The enormous number of rivers that 
enter this body of water, which include the Ume and Kemi, depress its salinity enough to support pike, and serve mainly as 
logging channels. An iron-pellet exporting town on this body of water is known for the church-village of Gammelstad, Luleå. 
The Skule (SKOO-lay) Forest reaches this body of water on its High Coast, where isostatic rebound may result in a land 
bridge forming across the Norra Kvarken. It is already nearly bridged in the south by the Åland (AH-land) Islands. FTP, 
name this northernmost arm of the Baltic Sea located between Finland and Sweden. 

Answer: Gulf of Bothnia or Pohjanlahti or Botniske Viken 

14. St. Cuthberga began the Christianization of lands in what is now this county by founding a monastery known for its 
chained library at Wimborne. Highcliff Castle is located in an eastern spur of this county, while Corfe Castle was a 
former home of a family which later took over administration of the Badbury Rings iron age fortress from Kingston 
Lacy. The Frome and Piddle Rivers of this county feed its largest natural harbor. Lulworth Cove contains the Durdle Door, a 
limestone arch on this county’s Jurassic Coast which also contains the ichthyosaur quarry of Lyme Regis. John Constable 
painted many scenes on this county’s Stour River, and this county’s seat is the home of Max Gate, where its designer wrote 
The Mayor of Casterbridge. FTP, name this county, the home of Thomas Hardy located on the English Channel, containing 
Wemouth and Bournemouth, and whose seat is found at Dorchester. 

Answer: Dorset 

15. A subgroup of a namesake ethnicity of this trans-national region invented an alpenhorn known as the Trembita and a 
sphepherd’s axe called the Bartka. Another speaks the Dolinian dialect and uses the endonym Verkhovenian (ver-ho-
VEN-ian). This region’s industry includes a salt mine at Solotvyno (so-lo-TVEE-no) and a tobacco factory at 
Mukachevo (moo-ka-CHE-vo). In addition to the Hutul and Boyka, a state of the Rani based at Rugen had this name 
which was applied by one empire to residents of Halych-Volhynia (HA-lich vol-HEEN-ia), but was used by Boemus to refer 
to all of Russia. This region renamed itself and declared independence for a day under the capital of Khust, but its White, 
Black and Red populations lost their official ethnic status upon transfer to the Soviet Union. FTP, name this region 



comprising the eastern Tatra Mountains and trans-Carpathian Ukraine, containing the city of Uzhhorod (OOZH-ho-rod), an 
early exonym for the Rus for which a platinum group element is named. 

Answer: Ruthenia (accept Rusyn, Karpatalia, Zakarpatya, or Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia; anti-prompt (generously) on Trans-
Carpathian Ukraine, southeast Poland, northeast Hungary, East Slovakia, etc) 

16. In addition to its most famous site, these mountains contain the Cave of the Yellow Dragon. That more famous site is 
accessed via the Zhishi Xuanye (ji-shi hsuan-ye) Arch. The Duyang Cliff, home to a palace containing the Two 
Bearings and Eight Diagrams Pavilion, is found in these mountains in which is found the remnants of a temple that was 
destroyed by fire in 2003, the Yuzhengong. Dragon and Tiger Hall is located in its Palace of the Purple Cloud on Zhanqi 
(zhan-chi) Peak. Overlooking the Han River to the north, this part of the Daba Range was decorated by a usurping general of 
the Ming dynasty who built the Golden Hall on Tianzhu Peak. FTP, name this mountain range that, along with Qingcheng, 
Qiyun and Longshu is one of the four sacred peaks of Taoism. 

Answer: Wudang Shan or Taihe Shan 

17. An exonym for these mountains popularized by a former curate of St. John’s Cathedral in Reading graces a park on 
Mt. Ena that opens their climbing season. That missionary, Walter Weston, referred to a name William Gowland had 
used, who is now known as the “father of” these mountains. The highest point in the central range covered by that 
name is split into eastern and western peaks by the Ina Valley. The southernmost of this group of ranges is the source 
of the Ōi River and is named for its red stones, while the main ridge of the northernmost range rises gradually from its 
western highland region, but drops steeply into the suture zone of the Fossa Magna to the east. A bronze Buddha statue was 
hauled through these ranges in the 6th Century, and is housed in the Zenko Temple in their most populous city. A more 
important temple is located in the Kiso Range on Mt Ontake, which erupted in 2014. Mount Hotaka in the Hida Range is the 
highest point of, FTP, what group of mountains that is home to Nagano and that traverses most of the central part of Honshu 
in its namesake nation? 

Answer: Japanese Alps or Nihon Arupusu (accept Kiso Range before the Ina Valley clue, or Hida Range if given in the first two 
sentences) 

18. This city is found in the southern reaches of the Iullemmeden (yu-le-ME-den) Basin and the northern reaches of the 
East Ridge of Man in an intermediate zone called the Liptako. The Cathedral de Maorey is the meeting point for this 
city’s minority Christian population. A museum in this city houses a monument to the last tree destroyed in its 
nation’s main desert. This city occasionally sees violent suppression of protests centering on the Kennedy and Friendship 
Bridges which originate at its Abdou Moumoui University, located in its west bank Fifth Commune. This Zarma and Fulfulde 
speaking city grew with the merger of Gaweye, Zongo and Koira, and its fastest growth occurred during the operation of a 
uranium mine at Arlit despite a drought that swelled the population of a refugee camp in its suburb of Lazaret. Much of the 
commerce in this city accompanies the Lutte Traditionnelle, a wrestling contest which celebrates its harvest festival. A 
federal district enclosing this city is entirely surrounded by the region of Tillabéri (ti-la-BE-ri). FTP, name this successor of 
Zinder as capital of Niger. 

Answer: Niamey 

19. The first significant settlement on the upper reaches of this river is a city of the Bani and Guarequeña people, while its 
plains support the Curripaco (ku-ri-PA-ko) and the Piapoco. Those plains also support an Andalusia-based cattle 
culture which is older than that of the gauchos. This river flows generally west from its source near Delgado Chalbaud in 
the Parima Highlands, and forms the southern border of Yapacana National Park. As it receives the Guyapo and Cuchivero 
(ku-chi-VE-ro), it flows north in a wide arc around the Sierra Maigualida (SYE-ra mai-gwa-LEE-da), and flows over the 
Ature Rapids to end its upper section. In the country of the Pumé it turns eastward after joining the waters of the Apure and 
enters the land of the Warao, receiving the Caroní from Guri Reservoir above its wide delta, the Amacuro, which contains the 
Boca del Serpiente and the Boca Grande. FTP, name this river that supports the settlements of Ciudad Guyana and Ciudad 
Bolivar, the chief river of Venezuela. 

Answer: Orinoco River 

20. The forearm of a statue of Orlando designed by Bonino of Milan gives the 51.2 centimeter version of this city’s “ell” of 
measurement. The peninsulas Babin Kuk and Lapad and the Elafiti Archipelago are west of this city. A Franciscan 
monastery in this city houses the oldest pharmacy in Europe, and it also contains Europe’s second oldest Sephardic 
synagogue. This city’s baroque St. Blasius Church was designed by Marino Gropelli on the site of a cathedral destroyed in 
a 1667 earthquake that also damaged a cathedral funded by Richard the Lionheart, who was shipwrecked on Lokrum Island. 
The Ploče Gate enters this city at a Dominican Monastery from the east, while its main gate is the Pile Gate. Srd Hill 



overlooks this former free city, which was governed from its Sponza Palace, which under the name of Ragusa staged a 
successful rebellion against Venice. FTP, name this city best known for its walled and fortified Stari Grad district rising from 
the Adriatic on the Dalmatian Coast. 

Answer: Dubrovnik 

21. The oldest evidence of the orogenesis of this mountain is found in its east and is the Kollukollu (ko-yu-KO-yu) 
Formation. The ruins of Socoroma and the terraced canyon of Copaquilla (ko-pa-KEY-a) lie to the west of this large 
mountain. Springs at the base of this mountain form the Río Benedicto Morales, which drains into the Lagunas 
Cotacotani (ko-ta-ko-TA-nee). A type of moss called Llareta (ya-RE-ta) covers lava flows from this peak. This peak, 
which forms a regional lineament with Condoriri (kon-do-RI-ri), is shifting to the south as evidenced by its more recent Ajata 
(a-HA-ta) lava flows. A sector collapse and avalanche on this mountain formed the Lago de Chungará. A city sharing the 
name of this mountain is home to a blue-domed whitewashed church whose Stations of the Cross murals portray Jesus Christ 
as an Aymara, and his tormentors as conquistadors, and this mountain’s name is Aymara for “flamingo lake.” FTP, name this 
youngest of the Nevados de Payachata (ne-VA-dos de pa-ya-CHA-ta) Range, which it comprises with nearby Pomerape (po-
me-RA-pe), the central feature of Lauca National Park, and the northernmost stratovolcano in Chile. 

Answer: Parinacota 

22. Ancient names given to this river include the Sarayu and the Tarius. Two friendship dams serving four nations, one of 
which is alternately known as the Salma Dam, are found along this river. Above Chaghcharan (CHAG-cha-ran) its 
rapids freeze, forming an ice road into the Kuhi-ye Baba Range, while downstream it absorbs a tributary whose floods 
severely damaged the second tallest freestanding minaret in the world, the Minaret of Jam. Its central course irrigates its main 
nation’s breadbasket region, which surrounds a city once known as the “pearl of Khorasan” and former Timurid capital, but 
this river turns north, forms parts of two international borders, then disappears after watering the Oasis of Tejand and 
crossing into Turkmenistan. FTP, name this river of northwestern Afghanistan that shares its name with Afghanistan’s third 
largest city. 

Answer: the Rudkaneh-ye Hari Rud or Herat River (accept Tejand before it is mentioned) 

23. This people practice a form of patrilineal law known as Umunna and the economic system of savings and loans Isusu. 
This people use a secret script called the Nsibidi, and their language is standardized to the Owerri and Umuahia dialects. 
Their traditional land is associated with the Omambala (o-mam-BA-la) Valley, and is today located southeast of the Edo and 
Idoma peoples. The Okigwe, Orlu and Awda are the main groups found in their heartland, which contains their historic 
centers Onitsha, Agbor and Arochukwu (a-ro-CHUK-woo). The Ibani division of this people fought a civil war from 
opposing capitals of Opobo and Bonny Town, while Afikpo South is the country of the Edda subgroup. A European-based 
form of home rule for these people, referred to by Chinua Achebe as “between a tribe and a nation,” was based on kings 
called Eze. FTP, name this ethnic group of southeastern Nigeria that led the breakaway state of Biafra. 

Answer: Igbo 

24. An earthquake on the Motagua-Polochic (mo-TA-gwa-po-LO-chik) Fault nearly leveled this city’s outlying villages of 
San Juan Sacatepéquez (san WAN sa-ka-te-PE-kez) and San Pedro. Many of this city’s slums stand on the steep edges 
of the Valle de Ermita (VA-ye de er-MI-ta) and frequently wash away in torrential rains. The Santa Catalina Arch 
passes over its Avenida Cinco Norte, while the steel skeleton of the Tower of the Reformer passes over its Avenida Siete 
A in Zona Nueve, which also contains the coral pink gothic Yurrita Church. This city’s Miraflores Archaeology Museum was 
built over the ruins of Kaminaljuyú (ka-mi-nal-hu-YU). This city receives its water by aqueduct from Lago Atitlán, which 
lies south of Villa Nueva (VI-ya NWE-va), which is periodically evacuated due to eruptions of the volcano Pacaya. FTP, 
name this largest city in Central America containing the Miguel Asturias theatre that became the capital of its nation upon the 
destruction of Quetzaltenango (ket-zal-te-NAN-go). 

Answer: Guatemala City or Ciudad de Guatemala 

25. This body of water lies in a basin which extends from Prydz Bay to the Gamburtsev Range. Date ranges from 
monazite and zircon grains indicate that uplands associated with this feature may be a suture zone between the Ruker 
and Mawson Cratons that was recently reactivated. Discovery of similar bodies known as Ninety East and Sovetskaya 
have let to proposals that such bodies are related and connected. This body of water is separated into shallow and deep 
portions by Ridge B, which may be a geothermal rift zone, and its Dome C likely represents an island. An attempt to reach 
this location was abandoned due to fears of kerosene contamination, but a later attempt using silicone was successful. Over 
3,300 unique gene sequences have been catalogued from this location detected by laser altimetry beneath the southern Pole of 
Cold. FTP, name this large subglacial lake beneath a Russian station in Antarctica. 



Answer: Lake Vostok 

26. The first mention of this city is from the Begur Vira Gallu Inscription, which is found in the Nageshwara (na-gesh-
WA-ra) Temple in its northern Nandi Hills. The Chamaraja (cha-ma-RA-ja) Reservoir is part of an initiative in this 
city to replace a water source in the western Nilgiri Hills, whose sewage-bearing Kanva and Arkavati Rivers feed that 
source, the Kaveri River. This city’s namesake palace contains several paintings of Venkatapa (ven-ka-TA-pa), a student of 
a nephew of Rabindranath Tagore (ra-bin-DRA-nath ta-GOR). This city’s judicial system is housed in the bright red 
neoclassical Attara Chateri (a-TA-ra cha-TE-ri) in Cubbon Park, and its legislature meets in the Vidhana Soudha, which 
replaced a fort used by Tippu Sultan. The Bagmane Tech Park houses much of this city’s commerce, and its district of 
Whitefield is known as India’s Silicon Valley. FTP, name this Kannada-speaking city on a high ridge of the Karnataka (kar-
na-TA-ka)  Plateau, the former capital of Mysore, known today as India’s information technology center. 

Answer: Bangalore or Bengaluru 

27. A five-month gold rush centering on this mountain focused on its Kiandra Diggings. Sawpit Creek is a wetland area 
nourished by snowmelt originating on this mountain. A national park which contains this mountain also contains 
Dead Horse Gap and Mt. Stilwell, and the Perisher Valley is located to the northeast of this peak. A scenic path to this 
peak involves Charlotte Pass and Hedley Tarn, though the fastest route up this mountain passes Lake Cootapatamba (ku-
ta-pa-TAM-ba) and begins at Thredbo. This mountain, also known as Kunama Numadgi (ku-NA-ma nu-MA-ji), whose base 
is at Lake Jindabyne, is second in height to Mt. Mawson politically, and is last on a list of peaks compiled by Richard Bass, 
but was famously not listed at all by Reinhold Messner for tectonic reasons. The source of the Snowy River, FTP, name this 
mountain in the Great Dividing Range of New South Wales, the tallest in continental Australia, named for a Polish patriot. 

Answer: Mt. Kosciuszko (accept Kunama Numagdi before mentioned) 

28. This island’s most famous reef break has a name meaning “to sever the head,” Teahupo’o (te-a-hu-PO-o), and is 
considered one of the most dangerous in the world. This island’s nobility is the ari’i class, and its most powerful clan 
is the Teva tribe. Charles Green built an observatory at Point Venus on this island. Contact with Europeans first 
occurred in this island’s Matavai Bay. This island was named King George Island by Samuel Wallis, then Nouvelle Cythere 
by Louis-Antoine de Bougainville. This island’s longest river is the Papenoo Stream, which descends from the highlands 
around its highest point, Orohena. The Isthmus of Taravao connects its Nui and Iti cones on its Big and Little islands. A 
painting called Where do we come from? What are We? Where are we going? depicts residents of this island. FTP, name this 
island, the largest of the Windward Society Islands, whose largest city is Papeete. 

Answer: Tahiti 

29. This river’s upper valley includes an important Ordovician Lagerstatten (LA-ger-sta-ten) deposit, the Fezouata (fez-
WA-ta) Formation, which is frequently compared to the Burgess Shale for its soft-bodied preservation. In its earliest 
description this river may be identified with the Lixos. The Tizgui Waterfall is visible in a side canyon of this river 
above Zagora. Its middle course flows through the necropolis of Foum Larjam. As its upper course flows beneath the Jebel 
Kissane this river nourishes the fortified town of Tamnougalt. This river forms from the confluence of the Imini and Dades 
and drops swiftly to the Tinfou Dunes and the town of M’Hamid following its exit from the Barrage El Mansour Eddahbi, 
where its waters nourish the city of Ouarzazate (war-za-ZA-te). From Tagounite (ta-gu-NEET) to the Hisni this river parallels 
the border with Algeria after which it turns west and reaches the Atlantic north of El Ouatia (El wa-TEE-ya). FTP, name this 
longest river in Morocco. 

Answer: Drâa River 

30. The Abronigales are abandoned tunnels beneath this city that provided its water until construction of the El Atazar 
Dam on the Lozoya River. Another tunnel beneath this city also contains an abandoned subway station, the 
Chamberi. This city’s Tanner’s Alley contains the street market El Rastro. This city’s largest private art collection 
houses Degas’s The Green Dancer and is its Thyssen-Bornemisza (THEE-sen bor-ne-MEE-sa) museum. This city’s 
archaeologists saved the Temple of Debod from inundation by Lake Nasser, and it now stands in its Parque Montana. This 
city’s Moncloa-Aravaca district contains its Casa del Campo and its main green space hosts its Zarzuela Palace. The Sierra de 
Guadarrama (wa-da-RA-ma) north of this city contains the spring of the Manzanares, this city’s main watercourse. FTP, 
name this city where the Puerta de Alcala on the Gran Via leads to the Plaza de Independencia, organized around the Plaza 
Mayor, the home of the Prado and capital of Spain.  

Answer: Madrid 

 



Tiebreakers 

31. Ulu Telom is the largest but least densely populated of the divisions that make up these highlands. The Bertam Valley 
contains Abu Bakar Lake in the southwest of these uplands, which connects through the mukim of Ringlet, while 
another road to this region passes through Kampung Rajah en-route to its center, which is known as Tanah Rata. 
Cloud forests enshroud peaks such as Irau and Batu Brinchang on this plateau, which are part of the larger Banjung 
Titiwangsa (BAN-jung ti-ti-WANG-sa) Range. Interfluves of that range between this region’s spiral shaped hills feed its 
main drainages, the Pahang and Perak Rivers. This district’s main commodity is worked by its population of Orang Asli 
peoples at plantations such as Sungei Palas Boh. FTP, name this large tea growing highland region of western Malaysia 
named for a British geologist. 

Answer: Cameron Plateau or Highlands or just the Camerons 

32. This modern city lies east of the Arabuko-Sokoke (a-ra-BU-ko so-KO-kay) Forest, the edge of a settlement containing 
the House of the Iron Lamp and the House of the Venetian Bead. This city’s House of the Columns exemplifies its 
Coastal style. The Mijikenda (mi-ji-KEN-da) tribes inhabit this Giryama and Orma-speaking city, and once occupied 
the ruined city of Gedi to its southwest. To its northwest is the sandstone Marafa Gorge. The former Santa Rita oil 
platform off the coast of this city now serves as the Broglio Space Center, and the Uhuru X-ray satellite was launched from 
this city’s San Marco Equatorial Range. A giraffe was loaded onto the Treasure Fleet of Zheng Ho to China in this city. St. 
Francis Xavier visited this city’s Portugese church on the way to India, and it also contains a coral column topped by a 
Lisbon cross erected by Vasco da Gama. FTP, name this port city which was eclipsed by its rival of Mombasa as Kenya’s 
main port in the 20th Century. 

Answer: Malindi 

33. One ancient name for this river is the Buranuna. The Albu Gharz Salt Flat is all that remains of a lake that once fed 
this river on one border it crosses. The Hawran is the longest seasonal stream that reaches this river. This river starts 
by making a 270-degree loop around Elazig after its east and west forks combine at the Keban Buraji Reservoir. One 
nation receives most of its power from its Taqba Dam. The Bahr al-Milh empties its contents into this river whose only 
significant tributary on its middle course is the al-Kaburh. Due to a dam that has created Lake Qadisiyah (ka-di-SEE-ya), this 
river’s lowest course has reached record lows, and according to Muhammad, 99 out of 100 soldiers will die for a mountain of 
gold revealed by this river’s dessication. This river’s lower course flows through Ramadi, An-Nasiriyah (an-na-si-REE-ya) 
and Fallujah. FTP, name this river of Mesopotamia that forms the Shatt al-Arab after merging with the Tigris. 

Answer: Euphrates River or Nahr al-Furat 


